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The companies in turn have put out advisories to their staff.

Speaking to Bangalore Mirror, HSR Layout SI Mirza Ali Raza said, “Of late, a specific kind

of mugging has been seen, mostly targeting IT employees. In the last two to three

months, we have registered three cases.”

Recounting his experience, techie Praneet (name changed) said the bike-borne duo

demanded Rs 2 lakh from him for ‘injuring’ the pillion rider and forced him to withdraw

Rs 14,000 from an ATM.

Two other techies, Ramesh Kumar and Rakesh Gupta (names changed), were luckier.

In the first case, another car stopped nearby, frightening off the miscreants, while in the

second incident the techie thought quickly and sped into his office building which was

nearby.

The gang is active between 11 am and 4 pm. The suspects number two or three and

ride a black Bajaj Pulsar with a Kannada number plate. One is stout and dark while

another is lean and has a wheatish complexion. They operate in the stretches around

Iblur junction, between Iblur and Marathahalli, between Iblur and Kaikondrahalli, and

between Kaikondrahalli and Wipro.

MODUS OPERANDI

Their modus operandi is to grab a motorist’s attention and then browbeat him into

paying compensation for a fictitious accident. They follow the victim and keep honking to

make him stop. Once that happens, they sit inside his car and act tough. According to

the police e-mail, they hustle the motorist by saying he has caused an accident and has

injured a person badly, and will thus have to pay compensation.

Adding to the ‘persuasion’, they hint that the injured person is not just any citizen but the

brother of a local don. If the victim does not have enough cash on hand, they compel him

to withdraw money from an ATM. They speak in Kannada and broken English and

usually target single-occupant cars. Interestingly, they don’t care for gizmos like mobile

phones but snatch the victim’s money or gold ornaments.

Raza said, “Though we have information, it is not easy to catch them. They operate only

once or twice a month. A single incident can fetch them anywhere between Rs 15,000

and Rs 20,000. In one of the cases, the victim was a Wipro employee.” Raza said that in

a bid to create awareness about the gang, e-mails had been sent to Wipro employees

and residents of apartment complexes in the area.

Muggers terrorise techies on Outer Ring Road

Bike-borne duo on black Pulsar is active on the Bellandur-Marathalli stretch between 11 am and 4 pm

and mostly targets single-occupant cars
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IT firms sit up
Wipro, Cisco and other companies in the area have circulated advisories to their

employees. Capt Poornaprajna G A, handling security at Cisco, told Bangalore Mirror,

“We want employees to be alert.” 

The Outer Ring Road Companies’ Association has sent circulars to its 200 member-

organisations, advising them on what to do in such situations. Ramesh Sivaram,

member, Forward-150 residents’ group, said they had spoken to the local police about

the incidents and had also alerted the local MLA.

‘Man I supposedly hit did not even have a scratch’
Last Saturday, I was in my car (having a Delhi registration) on Sarjapur Road near Total

Mall when a person who was crossing the road banged on my car as I drove past. We

just shared a glance. I took the Outer Ring Road towards Marathahalli, when two

persons followed on a bike and started shouting at me. When I slowed down, they

brought their bike in front of my car and forced me to stop in front of a petrol pump close

to my office.

I was reluctant to get out, so I locked my car and gestured to them that I was in a hurry.

They told me I had hit a person near Total Mall and he had to be taken to a hospital. As

soon as I stepped out, they got into the car. The person whom I had supposedly hit did

not even have a scratch on his foot and he was acting as if he was dying. I offered to

take him to a hospital, but when they came to know that I could not converse in

Kannada, they threatened to take me to their ‘Anna’ and demanded Rs 2 lakh, or else

they would kill me. When I tried to call someone, they tried to snatch my phone.

I offered to give the supposedly injured person coconut water. On this pretext, I sped into

the office parking space in the basement and asked the guard to call the office. At this,

they fled.

My concern was that they might be waiting outside as they could easily identify my red

Delhi-registration car. I contacted Corporate Services and the HR department. They

suggested I leave my car in the parking space and go home in a cab. I was dropped

safely home, escorted by two security personnel. 

— techie Rakesh Gupta (name changed)

Terror on the road
A victim, and another who managed to escape, recount their ordeal

‘They demanded Rs 2 lakh as settlement’

On May 3, I was returning home from my office for lunch.

As soon as I took the left turn from ORR towards Sun

City, two persons on a black Pulsar behind me started

honking wildly and came alongside my car, asking me

to stop. I lowered my window and they told me I had

caused an accident and they had been trying to stop

me. They stopped the bike in front of my car just after

Drapes View.

I thought there was a misunderstanding of some sort

since I didn’t recall being involved in any accident on my

way. My intention was to talk to them and pacify them. As soon I stepped out of the car,
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the person driving the bike said that I had driven the car over the foot of the person sitting

on the pillion and that his foot was badly injured. He said there was a crowd at the

accident spot and I had to go there to settle things. They sat inside the car and the bike

driver threatened me, claiming that the injured person was the younger brother of a local

goon, Munianna. I offered to take the person to a hospital, but he continued with his

threats, hinting at harm to my car, apartment and family if his demands were not met.

Sensing trouble, I tried to call my colleague at the office, at which he turned violent and

broke the rear view mirror of the car. He demanded Rs 2 lakh as a settlement for the

injury to his friend. When I said I didn’t have Rs 2 lakh, they asked me to get the money

from an ATM. I told them that I had only 15,000 in my account, at which they forced me to

hand over my two gold rings and a gold chain. They said it was not enough and that they

wanted whatever money I had from the ATM plus another Rs 1.50 lakh. I was then forced

to drive to the ATM with them following me on the bike. I was unable to note down the

registration number of the bike as it was in Kannada. 

Thoughts of fleeing after hitting them with my car came to my mind but I decided against

it as they would have waylaid me again. I wanted to get out of the situation and hence

withdrew Rs 14,000 and gave it to them. They asked me to follow them but then took off. 

— techie Praneet (name changed)

EMERGENCY NUMBERS
A four-man patrol squad has been formed to nab the gang. The mobile numbers of the

officers/beat constables are:

Inspector Rajesh - 9448448833

Sub-Inspector Mirza Ali Raza - 9972833003

Ashok (Towards Marathalli) - 9902660986 (on Cheetah)

Vijayamurthy (Towards Iblur)- 9980834703 (on Cheetah)

Manjunath - 9845668681 (Crime Squad)

Ravindranath - 9980399551 (Crime Squad)

POLICE TIPS
DOS

* If you are accosted by suspicious-looking persons, lock your car doors so they cannot

get in

* If they do get in, get out immediately and raise an alarm

* Try to photograph the suspects and their vehicle number plate with your cellcam

* Try to snatch their bike keys

* Keep a pepper spray handy

* Stay calm and handle the situation diplomatically

* Take the help of other members of the public to nab the suspects

* Try engaging them in a conversation; meanwhile, sms or call the police (numbers

given)

* Tell them you have to arrange for money from a friend and take them to a known place

where people can come to your aid

DON’TS

* Do not panic and give away your valuables

* Don’t take unnecessary risks — your safety is important

* Don’t allow any stranger to get into your vehicle. If they give chase, call the police or

approach traffic cops
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